Pre-averaging is a popular strategy for mitigating microstructure in high frequency financial data. As the term suggests, transaction or quote data are averaged over short time periods ranging from 30 seconds to five minutes, and the resulting averages approximate the efficient price process much better than the raw data. Apart from reducing the size of the microstructure, the methodology also helps synchronize data from different securities. The procedure is robust to short term dependence in the noise.

Since averages can be subject to outliers, and since they can pulverise jumps, we have developed a broader theory which also applies to cases where M-estimation is used to pin down the efficient price in local neighbourhoods. {M-estimation serves the same function as averaging, but we shall see that it is safer.} Good choices of M-estimating function greatly enhances the identification of jumps. The methodology applies off-the-shelf to any high frequency econometric problem.

In this paper, we develop a general theory for pre-averaging and M-estimation based inference. We show that, up to a contiguity adjustment, the pre-averaged process behaves as if one sampled from a semimartingale (with unchanged volatility) plus an independent error.

Estimating the efficient price is a form of pre-processing of the data, and hence the methods in this paper also serve the purpose of data cleaning.
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